The method of the representation of amino acid sequence by graph of the interactions energy between parts of spatial structure has been elaborated. Our method provides the possibility to establish the compatibility between each point of a polypeptide chain and the Van der Waals interactions energy of regions of a native globule adjacent to this amino acid residue. We have undertaken an exhaustive analysis of a set of proteins. Boundaries of domain and module structures have been found. Nonequivalence of different parts of sequences in respect to their contribution to stabilization of the spatial structure of the protein macromolecules has been revealed. On the basis of the number of energetic levels which are necessary to identify all independent parts of the globule, the contribution from each part of the sequence to stabilization of the spatial structure of the globule is de ned. Thus, it has been found that the sequence of amino acid residues coincides with the sequence of the numerical values which can be used in turn in formal procedures, such as an alignment, a search of consensus, the recognition of composition peculiarities, etc. An example of the comparison of proteins with various sequence identities is considered to demonstrate the scheme of an alignment procedure.
INTRODUCTION
T he central problem of protein structure rests in the interrelation between 1D-and 3D-structures (Chothia, 1992; Orengo et al., 1994; Russel and Barton, 1994; Russel et al., 1997) . To avoid dif culties in comparison of objects with different dimensions, we suggest describing the protein spatial structure by the sequence of interaction energy values between parts of the globule. One-to-one correspondence between the interaction of regions of the globule adjacent amino acid residue and the sequence of amino acid residues may allow us to de ne the regions of primary structure corresponding to parts of spatial structure with high energy capacity. This system of energy values should be suitable for graphical comparison of proteins, delineation of domain structure, and detection of similar regions in various proteins. Numerical characteristics (interaction energy values) found using this approach can be used as input values in formal procedures, such as an alignment procedure. We present a method to exhibit an amino acid sequence by a hierarchical system of curves of the interaction energy between parts of the spatial structure of a protein globule. There are three types of nonbounded interactions that mainly contribute to the protein 184 BEREZOVSKY ET AL. spatial structure stabilization: van der Waals interactions, hydrogen bonds, and salt bridges. Van der Waals interactions occur for any pairs of atoms of a condensed medium (Berezovskii et al., 1998a,b; Berezovsky et al., 1999) . The interaction energy of any pair of atoms can obviously be approximated by appropriate an van der Waals potential. Besides, in Berezovskii et al. (1997a) and in Berezovskii and Tumanyan (1995) we pointed out that this is important for determining changes in the types and the number of contacts when comparing proteins in which polar are replaced by nonpolar amino acids, i.e., when atoms involved in a hydrogen bond or ion pair in one protein form a van der Waals contact with another. From the thermodynamic point of view, van der Waals interactions determine the enthalpy of the macromolecule, whereas ionic interactions make the main contribution to the entropy term of the free energy of the system, as has been exhaustively demonstrated in the calorimetric investigations of proteins (Barlow and Thornton, 1983; Dill, 1990; Grishina et al., 1989; Horovitz et al., 1990) . Moreover, direct interactions as a whole provide structure stability (Baker and Hubbard, 1984; Barlow and Thornton, 1983; Pace et al., 1996; Myers and Pace, 1996) ; they can also be a cause of structure destabilization processes as a consequence of variations of pH, hydration or other factors of the environment (Hendsch and Tidor, 1994) . It is, therefore, reasonable to analyze the hierarchical structure of the energy content of a protein, starting with computation of the distribution of the van der Waals interaction in the protein globule. This method is applied to seven known 3D structures of various proteins: Methylamine dehidrogenase (2bbk chain H; here and below the code in the Brookhaven Protein Data Bank is given), NAD-dependent formate dehydrogenase (2nad A), phosphotransferase (2pmg A), NADH peroxidase (2npx), glycogene phosphorylase (1gpb), Human class I histocompatability antigen (1hsa A), and immunoglobulin light chain (2fbj L). To demonstrate that it is possible to compare speci c fragments of primary structure corresponding to isolated regions of spatial structure we considered a set of 3D structures of lysozymes with different sequence identities established based on the alignment of spatial structures (Holm and Sander, 1994) . The lysozyme 1lzr was compared to 1hnl (97% of the sequence identities to 1lzr come from the data of Holm and Sander (1994) ), 1lmn (70% of sequence identity to 1lzr), 1jug (53% of sequence identity to 1lzr), and alpha lactalbumin-1hml with 38% of sequence identity to 1lzr.
METHODS
The following procedure is used to de ne the hierarchy of sequence fragments corresponding to the particular structural regions of the protein globule. We plot the curve of interaction energy between the regions of the native globule anking each residue. The minimum of interactions between parts of the globule is assumed to correspond to the local maximum on the curve. The null value of the interaction energy implies complete energetic independence of the adjacent regions from each other. We assume that a particular maximum coincides with the point of minimal interactions on the corresponding hierarchical level. The point of minimal interaction is determined using the value which we call "potential barrier." "Barrier" values are normalized by the value of the global minimum (E 0 ) on the rst curve. We assign a set of barrier values: 0.3E 0 , 0.25E 0 , 0.2E 0 , 0.15E 0 , 0.1E 0 , and 0.05E 0 . Iterations for the set of barrier values of the minimal energy are performed. Let us describe the notion of "potential barrier" for the graph in Figure 1 . If the differences between some maximum on the energy interaction curve and one of the previous and one of the next minima exceed a xed threshold, then this maximum corresponds to the point of minimal interactions at that particular level of hierarchy, e.g., in Figure 1 for S 5 0.25-0.2E 0 points of minimal interactions 119 and 253 with minima 88 (previous) and 142 (next), and 192 (previous) and 285 (next), respectively. These minima should not be nearest to the maximum, but the following conditions should be ful lled: ¢E 1 5 jE max ¡ E min 1 j . d and ¢E 2 5 jE max ¡ E min 2 j . d, where d is the value of the difference between the maximum and the minimum on the energy interaction curve. Here, in the case of d 5 0.3E 0 , there are no points for which conditions for ¢E 1 and ¢E 2 are met. For d 5 0.25 ¡ 0.2E 0 , pairs of the minimum and the maximum, for which the condition for ¢E 1 is ful lled simultaneously with the condition for ¢E 2 , are: begin-88 and 88-119, 119-142 and 142-253, 253-285 and 285-end. Then, the amino acid residues coinciding with a certain minimal value of the interaction energy are de ned as boundaries of the amino acid sequence regions. Thus, for this level of the "potential barrier" we isolated three segments 19-118, 120-252, and 254-373 . The values of the interaction energy for isolated regions of the sequence (e ii ), integral interaction energy of each isolated region with others ( P j 6
5 i e ij ), and interaction energies for each pair of segments e ij (i, j 5 1, . . . , K, where K is the number of segments) are computed. Then, we
FIG. 1. Graph of contribution of individual regions of 2bbk
A to the energy in whole globule. The lower curve presents the interaction energy between regions of the native globule anking each residue. A particular maximum coincides with the point of minimal interactions; e.g., for S 5 0.25-0.2E 0 points of minimal interactions are 119 and 253 (see on the second curve with segments begin-118, 120-252, and 254-end). The last level of hierarchy demonstrates six segments (25-63, 65-118, 120-170, 172-205, 207-252, and 254-373) , with points of minimal interactions 66, 119, 171, 206, and 253, respectively. e ii is the internal energy of isolated segments, P j6 5 i e ij is the integral external energy interaction of each segments with others, and e ij is the interaction energies for each pair of segments (i, j 5 1, . . . , K, where K is the number of isolated segments). Siddiqui and Barton (1995) ; (2) reference to author de nition in Siddiqui and Barton (1995) ; (3) reference to domain de nition by algorithm from Islam et al. (1995) ; (4) reference to author de nition in Islam et al. (1995) .
FIG. 2.
de ne the type of structural unit using the set of rules summarized in Table 1 . The energy of interactions is calculated with the Lennard-Jones 6-12 potential, using the Sheraga parameters (Nemethy et al., 1983) . The energy of the pair-wise interactions is calculated for atoms belonging to residues separated by at least two amino acid residues. This is suf cient (Berezovskii et al., 1997a; Berezovsky et al., 1997b; Berezovskii and Tumanyan, 1995) for estimating the interactions between the adjacent regions of the globule. Only contacts between atoms were taken into consideration and appropriate energies were calculated if the distance lay in the range of values 2.5-5.0Å.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
From the graphs in Figures 1-3 and Table 2 , it can be seen that there are several principally different types of hierarchical structures of protein globule. Figure 1 contains examples of proteins consisting of well separated parts (for example, segment 1-189 in 2pmg A (Fig. 2a) , 182-276 in 1hsa A (Fig. 2b) , 1-105 and 107-213 in 2fbj (Fig. 2c) ). Already, in some cases, for high values of the energy barrier independent domains are isolated. For example, segment 1-189 in 2pmg (Fig. 2a) , 482-841 in 1gpb (Fig. 3b) , 1-107 in 2npx (Fig. 3c) , and delineated domains tend as a whole to lower values of the barrier. Figure 3a shows for dehydrogenase (2nad) the existence of a protein structure in which all parts of globule strongly interact each other with the formation of nondivided a globule (except at the last level of the barrier). In addition to domain boundaries, one can delineate segments of primary structure included in each domain. Domains can be comprised of several fragments of spatial structure for a protein. These regions of the globule may correspond to the adjacent segments of primary structure or to nonsequential segments as well (see, for example, 2bbk H (Table 2) ). Table 2 summarizes data from domain de nition as compared to other methods (Islam et al., 1995; Siddiqui and Barton, 1995) and references to authors' de nitions of domains in these works. It is easy to see from Table 2 that an analysis of the relationships of interaction energies within and between isolated segments with high energy capacity are of considerable interest. From these data it is obvious that structural domains isolated from X-ray analysis or geometrical criteria (Islam et al., 1995; Siddiqui and Barton, 1995) could be localized at different levels of energy hierarchy (for example, 65-118 in 2bbk H, 1-180 in 1hsa A, 109-253 and 255-331 in 2npx as compared to the data from other methods presented in column D, Table 2 ). Based on the ratios between internal and external interaction energies, one can join regions of spatial structures into one domain or de ne isolated segments as an independent domain (1-63 in 2bbk H is joined with 324-333 and 335-373 at the last level of energy hierarchy; 1-76 is joined with 78-107 at each level in 2npx). Thus, these results prompt us to suggest the concept of levels of energy hierarchy for an adequate description of the energy distribution in the spatial structure of proteins. Moreover, several types of distribution of interaction energy in protein globules (see Figures 2 and 3 ) lead us to suggest the existence of different folding mechanisms for these proteins. Thus, it is important to understand the relation between domain structure and the processes of stabilization of the native conformation of the protein globule during the protein biosynthesis.
Based on the plotting of the interaction energy against the amino acid sequence, we recognize regions of the primary structure corresponding to parts of the spatial structure with high energy capacity. Then, we can compare isolated motifs of primary structure. Figure (a) , demonstrate single domain station of the globule at all levels of energy hierarchy excluding the last one), and its homologous with different percents of sequence identity: (b) -1hnl (97 percents of sequence identity, demonstrate single domain station of the globule at all levels of energy hierarchy); (c) -1lmn (70, there is single domain structure of the globule at the levels 1-3 and 5, and two-domain structure at the fourth); (d) -1jug (53, domain structure is similar to one in 1lmn); (e) -alpha lactalbumin 1hml (38, single domain station of the globule at all levels of energy hierarchy excluding the last one). Domain structures at last level of hierarchy have a minor differences, which can be use in the further comparative analysis of structures (here, are not described).
and its homologues with different sequence identity, established after alignment of their spatial structures. It is easy to see that one can recognize similar types of folds for the whole protein globule in all cases, despite the signi cant difference in sequence identity, for example, for lysozyme 1lzr and alpha lactalbumin 1hml. Besides, comparison of domain structure at different levels of energy hierarchy and consideration of segments of primary structure included into domains or other structural units (see legend to Figure 4 ) allows one to analyze peculiarities of spatial structures corresponding to the differences in the amino acid sequences. It becomes evident that the regions of amino acid sequences selected on the basis of interaction barriers between corresponding parts of spatial structure can be used for a direct alignment. Performance of this alignment procedure at different levels of the hierarchy allows one to analyze peculiarities of spatial structure corresponding to the differences in the amino acid sequences. Importantly, this scheme of alignment avoids the gap-penalty problem, since the sequences are naturally split into obviously matching parts according to the potential curves.
